
something very superier to us, something with wings. We were fishes, and I

believe we will be crows, but you must read it. Waving aside protest,

I do not believe I ever was a fish,. She goes on with serence confidence, "Olie,

but it is all true. You understand, it is all science, not like those books in

which one says one thing and another another and both may be contrary. Every

thing is proved by geology." Now, this was a populare novel 12 years before

Darwin wrote his book. So you see, the idea of evolution was nothing new

when Darwin issued his book, though Darwin's book made a tremenduous

impact upon England and upon the whole world, but what Darwin set out to do

was not to deliver something new that he had discovered, the idea of evolution.

That wasn't it at all. He had an entirely different thing in n mind. It is what

he called natural selection and for which he used the word that Herbert Spencer

had already been using, survival of the fittest, and Herbert Specer had been

teaching evolution following Lamarc, and issuing his books about evolution

well before that time", but what Darwin did was not to originate evolution

as entirely thd f different. I have a most interesting book here. If you come

aee across this paper -bound book for a R$.1.25, its well worth yat r buying.

Its Darwin, Marc, and Waqner, by , who is the dean of

the graduate school at Columbia University. He's not a fundamentalist by any

means. He thoroughly accepts evolution, but he two- thorougˆr debunks Dawrin.

And some te of it is very interesting and very well worth reading, and he brings

out that fact. Most of our ... he brings out some \iery interesting facts and

one of them is this, that Darwin ... natural selection not evolution, in fact,

the first edition of Darwin's Origan of the Species doesn't even use the word

evolution at all. He does often speak of my theory, but his theory is natural

selection. Now k in order to show the impact of Darwin, I would like to say
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